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THE ADOPTION
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CHILDREN UNDERSTAND

THEIR BIG FEELINGS

ADOPTEES ON: I COME

FROM A LINEAGE OF LOSS

R E S O U R C E S

Helping Children Heal From Trauma:
What Parents and Caregivers Need to
Know
In most cases, children in the child welfare system have

multiple experiences with trauma, often referred to as complex

trauma. Parenting a child who has been separated from his or

her birth parents, often under traumatic or stressful

circumstances, can be challenging and stressful. The better a

resource parent understands and is equipped to cope with the

emotional, behavioral, and verbal responses of children and

youth to placement in foster care, the greater the opportunity to

heal. Continue Reading Here

Everywhere I read, no one has a problem with loving and

sympathizing with their adopted child, but I do. I feel like a

complete beast. I am civil to her, often affectionate, and try to

be fair about her rights in the family. I am unable to fake

expressions of love and do not like how the integration has to

be so sudden and total. I feel like if I was joining a family I

would be quiet and shy and try not to make waves and let

people get used to me. Continue Reading Here

Developing Attachment in Kinship
Adoption

FOSTERING VOICES:

ADOPTIVE-KINSHIP MOM

INTERVIEW

http://www.theadoptionconnection.com/episode-107/
http://www.adopteeson.com/listen/s4e13donna
https://www.nacac.org/resource/helping-children-heal-from-trauma/
https://creatingafamily.org/adoption-category/dear-dawn-i-am-a-mother-of-nine-children-born-to-me-ages-20-months-to-18-years-all-homeschooled-and-have-adopted-my-husbands-second-cousin-as-of-2-months-ago-we-did-not-know-her-prior-to-this-and-the/
https://fosteringvoices.com/episode-29-a-lesson-in-courage-and-strength/


“Our past is part of who we are…I have four parents
(more actually, since my in-laws have been parents

to me, too). Despite the nay-sayers, I am actually
capable of loving more than two people in the

world.” - Unknown

ADOPTEES ON: WHY ME?

M O R E  R E S O U R C E S

ADOPTED, NOW WHAT?

CHILDREN'S NEEDS FROM

TWO TO SIX YEARS OLD

BLACK OR WHITE

2013 brought with it a new crossroads in my life. A

family member ended up in crisis, and her 3-year-old

son, who we’ll call Alan, landed in foster care. I am one

of a handful in my extended family in a position to adopt

him, should his parents’ rights be terminated. I thought

long and hard, evaluated my current circumstances, and

consulted with my daughters, then almost 7 years old. We

determined that we were ready to provide Alan with a

forever family if the one he was born into proves

unworkable.In this blog, I document this journey. I

started out with the naïve assumption that kinship

adoption would be more straightforward than other types

of adoption. I’m still learning how very wrong I was. I

welcome your company on this journey into the

unknown. This story won’t have a neat and tidy ending.

Wherever Alan ends up being raised, he will have family

members working in his best interest, often in conflict

with each other. It will be exciting, complex and, I’m

sure, difficult for everyone. Continue Reading Here

Kinship Adoption: Stepping Up for
a Child You Love

MY IDENTITY

THE ADOPTION

CONNECTION: THE

IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING

SIBLINGS TOGETHER

http://www.adopteeson.com/listen/2017/2/1/why-me
https://player.fm/series/adopted-now-what/childrens-needs-two-to-six-years
http://www.adoptionlcsw.com/2015/02/black-or-white-movie-review-guest-post.html
https://adoption.com/kinship-adoption/
http://www.adoptionlcsw.com/2016/02/my-identity-adoption-short-review.html
http://www.theadoptionconnection.com/episode-102/

